
 

 

iSaloni in review by BRABBU 
 

Another mile stone conquered by the launching of new pieces, a new collection  
and the unveiling of a new project  

 

 
Six days of a frenetic and busy show, where all kinds of people saw BRABBU pieces live. Beyond business, 
BRABBU had moments of pure pleasure with the voice of one of their team players and shared the inspiration 
all over the show with the designers working in loco. For the team it was not just another trade show, they 
created all the conditions to have a relaxing, enjoyable and trending environment where everyone could feel 
like being at home. The message was “our home is your home”, and you could feel it among the pieces and 
the nice Porto wine that they served. 
 
 
*Watch the video to feel the mood  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIznawPaIO4  
 
 

 
 
 
BRABBU designers stepped into iSaloni to show their work. However, their aim was bigger: they decided to be 
there to inspire, get inspired and draw the next brand news. According to them, the whole atmosphere is very 
motivating and inspiring to develop the upcoming novelties. Being in touch with those who may use their 
pieces, changed their mindset and they got orientated to draw based in the opinions, tastes and demands of 
the most demanding visitors. 
 

BOLD Collection 
 
BRABBU decided that iSaloni was the time and place to launch their brand new collection: BOLD Collection.  
As they described, BOLD Collection is “a collection designed to tailor your dreams into BOLD colours with a mystic 
and chic vibes where projects can be turned into authentic interior landscapes.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIznawPaIO4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIznawPaIO4


 

 

*It is for sure. Watch the video to understand what they mean: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--lYrTHOd_A  
 
 

 
 
 
“With BOLD Collection all the lines will count and every small corner will be filed with silhouettes that 
will make it appear robust upholstery pieces without saturating the ambience. 
 
The collection is composed by seven different models and the starting point was the armchairs. 
However, an ambience is not made only by one-piece typology and with the aim of having all the 
solutions to fulfil any space we developed a full range of product typologies, from Armchairs to Bar 
Chairs, Dining Chairs and 2 seat sofas. 
 
BOLD Collection as BRABBU main Collection as all the same advantages to have a piece tailor made 
specially for any project. The variety of choices to turn this pieces unique are nearly endless.  
 

 Diverse range of fabrics from our collection  
 Send us your own fabric or leather to upholster any of the pieces 
 Different nails to combine with the fabric 
 Different finishes to have all the details adapted to the project concept 

 
BOLD Collection comprising upholstery pieces with a light look but bringing a fierce statement into 
BRABBU main collection and world.” 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--lYrTHOd_A
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Other NEWs 

 
Apart from BOLD Collection, BRABBU also presented other new pieces that brought more richness to their 
main collection. The one which needs to be highlighted is the BELIZE Mirror. A statement piece that the 
design team developed to make the entrance halls full of character and colour. 

 
BELIZE Mirror 
One of the world's most beautiful coral reefs is located in Belize. Filled with life in different colors 
and shapes, it rejoices in harmony with the surrounding ambience. It's in this harmony and in the 
different forms of life that BELIZE Round Mirror was inspired.  DOWNLOAD HR IMAGES 

 

 

http://www.brabbu.com/pressarea/casegoods/belize-mirror/
https://www.brabbu.com/en/press/


 

 

 
 

Unveiling Surprise 
 

To close the show at its best, BRABBU unveiled that soon will launch BRABBU Contract collection, currently 
under development.  
 
After 5 years in the furnishing, upholstery, lighting and rugs design market, BRABBU decided to go one step 
forward to improve the life of their clients and decided that is the time to be in the contract field. 
 
BRABBU CONTRACT will combine specific qualities and professional attributes for the hospitality world that 
differ from those for the residential market in terms of product function and purpose, without forgetting to 
combine modern, aesthetics and design trends to meet the client’s requirements. 
 
BRABBU Contract collection will be presented soon in the website www.brabbucontract.com, where visitors 
can subscribe to be the first to know more as soon as its launched. 
 
*Watch the video to know more about it https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9bXiwbOv6g  
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